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  Thank you!
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>  Transparency >  Accessibility >  Collaboration >  Accountability

  Venues
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  Contents

6:30 PM OPENING NIGHT 
 Art, Escape, Action: Youth Media Arts Program  
 opening with a special Star Panel

The Regent Park Film Festival’s School Program is taking place Nov 12th–15th 
For full schedule and program information, refer to pages 30-34.

WEDNESDAY

tHURSDAY

FRIDAY

SAtURDAY

4:00 PM Nobel Chor: A Feature Film 
6:30 PM blood Relative: documentary and discussion
9:00 PM Art and Expression: A Program of Short Films

9:30  AM Workshop: Video Production – Shaping Your Own Enterprise 

12:00 PM panel: Connecting Community – Community Based  
 Media Arts Practices 

2:00 PM Louder than a bomb: documentary Film Screening

4:30 PM Mumbai Cha Raja: A Feature Film

4:30 PM Workshop: Spoken Word

6:30 PM Fruitvale Station: A Feature Film and discussion

9:00 PM Check Check poto: A Feature Film

9:30  AM Wapos bay: Saturday Morning Breakfast and a Movie

12:30 PM Regent park voices: Festival Workshop Presentation

2:30 PM the visit: documentary Film

4:30 PM playful City: documentary and discussion

6:30 PM Closing Night Films: Roses and Alias
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The Regent Park Film Festival would also like to credit and thank Michelle 
Latimer, Freddy King and Rochelle Chambers and Myriam Magassouba for 
allowing us to use a still from their films, Alias, My Brother and Where I Am,  
as part of our new 2013 festival materials.

The Regent Park Film Festival would like to thank all for their continued support. 
Without them there would be no Festival.

FEStIvAL INStALLAtION
What brings Us Here/What takes Us Away?
The Regent Park Film Festival is pleased to present the debut of two new works 
at this year’s festival. Commissioned by the festival, filmmakers Richard Fung 
and Kathleen Smith worked with local community groups over the summer in the 
creation of two short documentaries. Richard, who grew up in Regent Park, and 
regularly facilitates filmmaking workshops in the neighbourhood, worked with 
Inspired Souls, a community-based music group widely recognized in the neigh-
bourhood. Kathleen, a filmmaker, producer and writer with a special interest in 
movement and performance, worked with youth dance troupe South Side Swag.

These new works will be installed at daniels Spectrum as part of the 11th annual 
edition of the festival, from November 13-16th, 2013. This project was made pos-
sible by support from the Canada Council for the Arts, and our partners LIFT: 
Liaison of Independent Filmmakers, and daniels Spectrum.

 

Regent Park Film Festival
11th Annual
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No matter where we’re from, we bring stories to share, and seek stories to grow 
from. Stories help us express something we couldn’t find the words to say before. 
They help us find new perspective; connect with one another; provide an outlet, 
and a chance to begin changing the way we think about the world and each other.

The Regent Park Film Festival offers free programming, and complimentary 
childcare, so that people from all walks of life can enjoy thought provoking stories 
on film. I welcome you to the 11th Regent Park Film 
Festival and invite you to join us throughout the 
year for our community screenings and workshops. 
I also invite you to start a conversation. don’t 
hesitate to stop me in the halls for a chat! I look 
forward to meeting you.

 Ananya Ohri 
 Executive director

On behalf of the Board of directors, I am pleased and proud to welcome you 
all to the 11th annual Regent Park Film Festival.

Over my last four years with RPFF, I have seen the organization and festival 
grow in leaps and bounds. Our biggest and most profound change, of course, 
is our new home in the daniels Spectrum, where we not only have the 
privilege to show films in the spectacular Ada Slaight Hall, but also have the 
fortune to offer edit suits and a micro-space perfect for small screenings and 
community events.

This year’s programming is sure to inform, inspire, and delight our audiences. 
Our festival staff Ananya, Elwood, Fathima, Hema, and Richard have worked 
tremendously hard this year to bring you a breadth of films and videos that 
reflect the changing neighbourhood in Regent Park and highlight issues 
facing inner-city communities around the world.

We could not do this work without a tremendous 
team of volunteers who support us at every level, 
from committees, to special events, to outreach 
and programming. Thank you to all of you for your 
contribution to the Regent Park Film Festival, and 
of course, a huge thank you to all of our talented 
filmmakers for sharing your incredible work with us.

 Welcome to the festival!

 Sonia Sakamoto-Jog 
 Chair, Board of directors

  Festival Greetings
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Welcome to the Regent Park Film Festival! This 11th edition of the festival is my 
first as program director. In the six months I have been worked here I have had the 
pleasure of meeting so many people committed to the success of the festival. From 
staff, board of directors, event & office volunteers, organizational 
partners, filmmakers, and community members, I have had a 
fantastic and enriching time getting to know and work with you! 
This year has been particularly exciting for the festival as a 
number of initiatives including our workshop series, community 
screenings, and commissioned video projects have provided us 
with the opportunity to engage with the Regent Park community 
year-round. I look forward to seeing you at the festival, and 
always welcome your feedback.

              Elwood Jimmy, Program director

Hello,

It’s time for the 11th annual Regent Park Film Festival! As a previous 
Festival volunteer, I am thrilled to be a part of the 2013 team. The 
hard work, time and dedication that it takes to make the Festival a 
success is incredible and it could not be done without the support 
of the board & committee members, volunteers, sponsors, friends 
and the Regent Park community. The Programming team have put 
together a strong lineup of films that will evoke emotion, discussion 
and thought. Enjoy!

Hema Ramsingh, Marketing Coordinator

Hi everyone, 

Welcome to the 11th annual Regent Park Film Festival! I’d like to 
acknowledge the hard work and efforts of The Education Committee 
who contributed their thoughts and ideas into this year’s school 
program lesson plan. Being a recent teacher candidate, I was so glad 
to have a role in the committee. I want to thank all of our volunteers 
who consistently put their time and efforts to making all events at 
the Festival a success. Their interest, curiosity and feedback was 
important to us as we planned to accommodate and consider all 
needs for our audiences. I’d like to thank all our sponsors from 
the community and beyond who generously provided volunteer 
appreciation items for our Festival and event volunteers!

Thank you, 

  
Fathima-Husna Fahmy     
Outreach and Volunteer Coordinator
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  Festival Greetings

Toronto Arts Council proudly supports the Regent Park Film Festival, Toronto’s 
only free-of-charge community film festival. The City of Toronto, through the 
Toronto Arts Council, invests public funds in the annual operations of hundreds 
of arts organizations which, like the Toronto Regent Park Film Festival, are 
recognized for their vital contribution to Toronto culture.

 TAC applauds the Regent Park Film Festival for providing a platform where 
audiences can see unique work by local independent and emerging filmmakers, 
as well as those of acclaimed filmmakers from across the world. The creativity, 
diversity and innovation of the films and filmmakers offered at the Regent Park 

Film Festival make this festival a particularly powerful catalyst 
for community engagement and the expression of identity.

We are sure that audiences will enjoy this extraordinary festival. 

Congratulations to the staff and board of Regent Park Film 
Festival, and thank you to the volunteers who make this exciting 
event possible.

 Wishing you continued success,

 Karen Tisch 
 President, Toronto Arts Council

The Canada Council for the Arts salutes the Regent Park Film Festival

The arts and culture are an essential part of life. Our communities grow through 
opportunities for people to express themselves creatively, to engage with the 
arts, and to participate. The Regent Park Film Festival clearly understands 
this. With its free screenings in public spaces, the Festival provides relevant 
and culturally diverse experiences for the communities living in Regent Park 
and beyond. Through independent film productions, it gives them strong and 
positive images from their countries of origin. With its workshops, it fosters 
creativity among participants. The Festival brings artists and people together. 

The Canada Council for the Arts is pleased to support the Regent Park Film 
Festival. We wish everyone participating in the Festival memorable experiences.

Joseph L. Rotman 
Chair 

Simon Brault, O.C., O.Q. 
Vice-Chair
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  Festival Greetings

On behalf of the Government of Ontario, I am delighted to extend warm 
greetings to everyone attending and participating in the 11th Annual Regent 
Park Film Festival.

Films are one of the most powerful tools modern society possesses to educate 
and entertain citizens, as well as to shine a light upon narratives that would 
otherwise not be told. I commend this festival for presenting works relevant to 
the Regent Park community and for striving to show culturally diverse material. 
I also applaud the festival organizers for their work within this community to 
encourage residents

in their creativity and teaching them filmmaking techniques.  
Thank you for enhancing the cultural landscape of our province.

I would like to thank the board of directors, staff, sponsors and 
volunteers for their hard work and dedication putting this festival 
together. Because of you, Ontarians from all over the Greater 
Toronto Area will be able to learn about new artistic talent and 
enjoy films they may otherwise have not seen.

Please accept my best wishes for an  
enjoyable and inspiring festival.

 

  
 Kathleen Wynne

The Ontario Arts Council is delighted to support the 2013 edition of the  
Regent Park Film Festival. 

Now in its 11th year, this annual festival showcases films that reflect the 
diversity and vibrancy of Regent Park’s residents and communities. Its 
positive impact also extends throughout the year with school and community 
screenings, as well as interactive workshops. The festival helps introduce the 
next generation of filmmakers and cinephiles to an exciting, empowering 
medium.

All Regent Park Film Festival screenings are free of charge, making the event 
truly accessible to all. On behalf of the board and staff of the 
Ontario Arts Council, we wish you all the best for your continued 
success.

 Sincerely,

 Martha Durdin 
 Chair, Ontario Arts Council

Now in its 50th year, the 
OAC plays a vital role in 
promoting and assisting the 
development of the arts for 
the enjoyment and benefit of 
Ontarians. In 2012–2013, OAC 
funded 1,793 individual artists 
and 1,076 organizations in 232 
communities across Ontario, 
for a total of $52.1 million.

Regent Park Film Festival
11th Annual
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On behalf of RBC, we are delighted to support the 2013 Regent Park Film 
Festival now in its eleventh year. 

As a believer in the infinite possibilities of film, RBC has been a longstanding 
supporter of emerging artists and filmmakers in Toronto. This Festival in many 
ways is reflective of the Regent Park revitalization we’re proud to be a part of. 
From our RBC branch across the road, to the many local initiatives we’ve been 
able to support, it’s incredible to see the community grow.

For the third year we are excited to partner with the Regent Park Film Festival, 
a cultural hub for film-goers across the Greater Toronto Area.  

We hope you enjoy the Festival!

 

Jennifer Tory 
Regional President,  
Greater Toronto Region 

Greetings!

It is my great pleasure to congratulate the Regent Park Film Festival on its 11th 
year of hosting a successful event. Over the years, this remarkable festival 
has grown and flourished, and it is an important part of Regent Park’s social 
and cultural fabric. This festival offers Regent Park residents – along with all 
Torontonians and visitors to our city – a unique opportunity to experience an 
exciting array of films from around the world. Every year, the programming 
exposes audiences to the rich and diverse cultural heritage within our 
community, celebrating our differences while also showing that our hopes and 

dreams are truly universal. 

Regent Park is the natural home for an event and an 
organization that completely bridges arts, education, and 
community in the neighbourhood. I want to thank the 
organizers and volunteers who tirelessly work to make this 
festival an ongoing success. Your vision and dedication is a 
testament to the strength of our community.

I welcome you to the Regent Park Film Festival. I know that you 
will have an exciting and enjoyable time.

Sincerely,

Pam McConnell 
City Councillor,  
Ward 28, Toronto Centre-Rosedale

  Festival Greetings
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Opening Night  
Wednesday, November 13th @ 6:30 PM
ARt, ESCApE, ACtION
Youth Media Arts Program and Star Panel

The Youth Media Arts program features work by filmmakers who are 26 
years of age or younger. It is a tradition at the Regent park Film Festival to 
begin the festivities by celebrating young voices with this program.

The eight films in this program exhibit a mindfulness of the dominant 
stories we’ve been told, the solitary paths we’ve been led down, and the 
compliance we’ve been expected to accept. Now the filmmakers take 
action to free us from such limits – using imagination and memory 
as collective problem-solving tools. From transforming readers into 
superheroes, honouring place, and life changing treks all over the globe, 
each film highlights the connections we can make with each other and 
ourselves, through the stories we may haven’t heard of yet. these stories 
don’t end here.  

For description of the films in the Youth Media Arts Program,  
please refer to the next page

Presented by:

Co-Presenters:

  Wednesday Nov 13th

 

Star Panel: Finding Courage 

Powerful stories reflect a truth. Yet, truth can be challenging to express. We 
invite celebrated, veteran Canadian filmmakers to share their experiences: 
What role does courage play in your development as a filmmaker? How do 
you deal with subjects that frighten you? Can they be reconciled through 
creativity? Or are they something you have to overcome before you begin? 
Canadian directors reflect on the experiences that have shaped their ability to 
tell difficult stories.

Moderating the panel is Jennifer Holness, an award-winning writer and 
producer. Her first feature, Love, Sex and Eating the Bones, won nine festival 
awards including Best First Feature at TIFF 2003. Jen recently co-wrote and 
produced the feature Home Again, directed by Sudz Sutherland.
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EXPIRED
Dir: Maryna Makarenko 
Experimental  | 4:00 min  | Germany  | 2013

Expired documents a return to the abandoned space of a former 
chemical plant in Schostka, Ukraine, which once produced Svema 
photographic film, a product known for a particular faded-picture 
quality. The area of the plant, previously housing 400 buildings and employing 15 000 
people, has long deteriorated and now evokes its own Svema aesthetic.

Bio: Maryna Makarenkoin graduated from Kiyv National University with a Bachelor 
degree in Advertising and Public Relations. In 2012 she started her education at Berlin 
University of the Arts, with a focus in Visual Communication.

REJECTED
Dir: Sandrine Brodeur-Desrosiers 
Narrative  | 3:00 min  | Canada  | 2012

The after-effect of a young girl’s misperception of friendship. 

Bio: Sandrine studied music for twelve years before starting a 
BFA in filmmaking at Concordia University. She then moved to 
London for a Masters in European Classical Acting. 

REASONS
Dir: Milad Alamkhany 
Narrative  | 17:00 min  | Canada  | 2013

Esteban comes across his old VHS camcorder, from back in day, when he lived in Cuba. 

Bio: Milad Alamkhany is a recent graduate of the film program 
at York University. Originally of Iranian descent, he has lived in 
Toronto all of his life. His films to date have generally focused on 
themes related to culture, identity and poverty.

SAKITAKWIN
dir: Kevin Papatie 
Experimental  | 4:00 min  | Canada  | 2012 

This film was made entirely by projecting images on water. By going with 
the flow, we accept our lives more easily. Acceptance brings freedom. 

Bio: Kevin Papatie is originally from Kitcisakik, an Algonquin  
community located in the Abitibi region of Quebec (Canada).

MESKANO
dir: debby Flamand 
documentary | 6:00 min | Canada | 2012

debby worries about her daughter Julie. Together they decide 
to take the 120km walk between Wemotaci and Manawan with 
the dr. Stanley Vollant team.

Bio: debby Flamand 
works to promote 
a positive image of 
Atikamekw women 
within and outside 
her community.

  Wednesday Nov 13th

THE COMIC KING OF GUATEMALA
dir: George Clipp & Jonathan Barnes 
documentary | 10:00 min | Guatemala | 2013

This documentary takes a look at Guatemala’s first-ever comic  
book shop, offering an insight into its impact on the community. 

Bio: George Clipp is an award-winning, young documentary filmmaker.
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CROSSES
Dir: Luis Aguilar 
Narrative  | 7:00 min  | Mexico  | 2013

Crosses explores the effects of the “Guerra Contra el Narcotráfico” (Mexican 
drug War) from the perspective of a Monterrey City woman en route to meet 
up with her boyfriend. As she anxiously traverses across the city, Leticia is met 
with the unnerving realities of life within the War. 

Bio: Luis Aguilar is from Tancanhuitz, San Luis Potosí, Mexico. He completed his 
professional studies in Monterrey’s Technological Institute.

  Wednesday Nov 13th

MY BROTHER
dir: Freddy King and Rochelle Chambers 
documentary | 5:00 min | Canada | 2013

My Brother is a short documentary giving voice to low income families in neighbour-
hoods such as Regent Park. Even with the revitalization of the neighbourhood, there 
are many negative stereotypes and challenges that the community faces. 

Bio: King and Rochelle met at a Planet in Focus meeting. They are up and coming 
film directors with similar views, who formed a team to convey important messages 
through their work.

THE ‘S’ ON MY CHEST
Dir: RIchard Fung and The Movement (Toronto Kiwanis Boys and Girls 
Club) members Nadia Ajab, Congson Dang, Seemab Mustaq, Rayan Saied 
documentary |  9:00 min | Canada | 2013

It is often said to never judge a book by its cover, so why judge a 
community? A long-time resident and community advocate discusses 
changing conceptions of a “revitalized” Regent Park, and his ambitions for 
its future. The Movement, brought to you by Toronto Kiwanis Boys and Girls 
Clubs, and supported by a grant from the Toronto Community Foundation, 
is a series of projects that get youth in and around Regent Park creating 
relevant community-based art in a variety ofmedia.

THE INSPIRED SOULS
Dir: RIchard Fung
documentary | Short Film | Canada | 2013

Watch as the members of a drop in music program  
in Regent Park prepare for a performance at the 
Cabbagetown Festival. Formed by the community, 
together they sing for their community. These are 
The Inspired Souls. This short documentary has been commissioned by the Regent 
Park Film Festival and made possible by the support of the Canada Council for the 
Arts. Inspired Souls is also screening as an installation throughout the 11th Annual 
Regent Park Film Festival.

Bio: Richard Fung grew up in Regent Park. His filmmaking awards include 
BestBroadcast at Cannes 2008 Real Ideas Studio Program, and the Grand Jury 
Prize at the 2009 Slamdance Film Festival for the same program. Richard regularly 
facilitates filmmaking workshops and other events for the Regent Park community. 
Richardwas the Regent Park Film Festival’s Festival Manager from 2008- 2010,
and Program director from 2011-2012. .

12
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BLOOD RELATIVE
Thursday, November 14, 2013 @ 6:30PM 

Dir: Nimisha Mukerji 

documentary  | 75:00 min  | Canada  | 2012

Blood Relative is a fascinating portrait of activist Vinay Shetty, as he fights 
against the Indian government to get divya and Imran free medical treatment 
for Thalassemia. The film gets unprecedented access into modern India’s 
healthcare system, and while advocating for the fundamental right to health, 
the film tells a riveting story, where Vinay and the children he must look after 
are bound together by ties stronger than blood.

Bio: Nimisha Mukerji is an award winning 
filmmaker, whose documentaries have 
won many awards including the Hot docs 
International Film Festival (the don Haig 
Award),the Vancouver International Film 
Festival (Audience Award Best Canadian 
Film & Best documentary), and the 
Audience Award for TIFF’s 2012  
Emerging Filmmakers Competition.  

Filmmaker in attendance.

  Thursday Nov 14th

NOBEL CHOR
Thursday, Nov 14th @ 4:00 pm 

Dir: Suman Ghosh 

Narrative  | 135:00 min  | India  | 2012

The Regent Park Film Festival is committed to presenting films from around 
the globe that are reflective of the neighbourhood’s rich cultural and linguistic 
diversity. As such we are pleased to present the Bengali language film Nobel Chor.

In 2004 First Asian Nobel Laureate Rabindranath Tagore’s Nobel medal was 
stolen from Shantiniketan in Bengal, where it was housed in his residence turned 
museum. A nationwide furor was ignited and a mass search operation was put in 
place. Ultimately the medal was not found. 

Nobel Chor (The Nobel Thief) is a fictional account of a poor farmer, Bhanu, who 
circumstantially gets involved in the theft to improve his own quality of life as 
well as that of his impoverished village. 

Bio: Suman Ghosh received his film training at the department of Theatre, Film 
and dance at Cornell University. His award winning films have been screened at 
many international festivals worldwide.

Co-presenters:
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For this year’s festival identity, we wanted to symbolize the myriad 

ways Regent Park Film Festival touches people through film,  

collaboration, education, and friendships old and new.  

The concentric circles represent this annual intersection of art, heart, 

community and inspiration. Like pebbles tossed into a pond, 

Regent Park Film Festival creates a positive ripple effect that occurs 

during the festival and throughout the year.

Regent Park Film Festival
11th Annual
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Art and Expression 
Thursday, Nov 14th @ 9pm
The eloquence of art takes centre stage in these five diverse films. 
through documentary, drama, and performance, these passionate and 
moving films confirm that art can take us to unparalleled new levels of 
understanding, awareness, and self-expression.

  Thursday Nov 14th

FARANDOLE
Dir: Danielle Sturk 

documentary | 11:00 min | Canada | 2012 
This short documentary captures a 
multidisciplinary project that brought 
together artists Colette Balcaen, 
of Manitoba, and Pascal Jaouen of 
France (Brittany), who collaborated 
with weaver Carole James, and 
renowned Métis embroiderers 
Jennine Krauchi and Jenny Meyer, 
on a textile installation that explores 
the reinvention of tradition, and the 
ongoing connections between Metis 
and francophone culture. 

Bio: danielle is an independent film 
artist creating in documentary and 
experimental forms. Her combined 
short films have been screened at over 
twenty film festivals and broadcast on 
national radio and television.

WHEN IT RAINS
Dir: Cara Mumford 
Experimental | 1:00 min | Canada | 2012

Cara Mumford’s vibrant dance film is at once 
a cry of protest and a plea for healing and 
purification, inspired by the prevalence of 
violent victimization experienced by Canada’s 
Indigenous women. 

Bio: Métis filmmaker Cara Mumford has 
written, directed and produced several short 
films that have screened in Canada, the United 
States and abroad.

Co-presenters:
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  Thursday Nov 14th

WHERE I AM
Dir: Myriam Magassouba 

Narrative | 5:00 min | Canada | 2012 

A moving drama artfully directed 
by Myriam Magassouba, Where 
I am sees a bereaved teenage 
ballet student find a conduit 
for her unspeakable grief in the 
transcendent power of dance. 

Bio: Born in Rouyn-Noranda, Myriam 
Magassouba is a director, scriptwriter 
and film editor. After studying 
cinema at l’UQÀM, she completed 
a Master of Fine Arts in Film 
Production at Concordia University.

INA LITOVSKI
Dir: André Turpin & Anaïs Barbeau-Lavalette 

Narrative | 11:00 min | Canada | 2012

Struggling to adapt to an alien culture, and 
neglected by her emotionally distant mother, 
a young violinist prepares for a special 
performance in this poignant, poetic film. 

Bio: Since 2000, Anaïs Barbeau-Lavalette has 
directed many documentaries - including Les 
Petits Princes des Bidonvilles, Les Mains du 
Monde, Si J’avais un Chapeau, Tap-Tap and Les 
Petits Géants.

TREATY NUMBER 3
Dir: Danielle Sturk 

Experimental/documentary | Canada | 5:00 min | 2013 

A collaboration between filmmaker 
danielle Sturk and acclaimed artist 
Rebecca Belmore, Treaty Number 3 is a 
video portrait of Belmore’s latest visual 
and performance art hybrid. Belmore’s 
project is inspired by the words of chief 
Mawe-do-pe-nais during treaty negotiations 
regarding Belmore’s ancestral land.

Bio: danielle is an independent film artist creating in documentary and experimental 
forms. Her combined short films have been screened at over twenty film festivals 
and broadcast on national radio and television.
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  Friday Nov 15th

Behind the Scene: Workshop Series
to mark our inaugural festival workshops series we present 3 workshops and 
1 special screening. All activities take place on November 15, 2013. they are:

vIDEO pRODUCtION:  
SHApINg YOUR OWN ENtERpRISE 
Friday November 15th, 9:30am – 11:30 am
 do you have great video production and filmmaking skills? Are you 
thinking of putting them to use to earn some money? Maybe you have 
already started, and are now thinking about shaping your own enterprise? 
Then, this workshop is for you!

In this workshop, UforChange’s Social Enterprise Lead, Tony del Rio 
and Executive director, Chalo Barrueta will be speaking about the 
entrepreneurial and project management aspects of video production.  
The workshop focuses on best approaches to engaging clients; how to 
set up goals and objectives with a clearly defined framework, and how to 
monitor and control tasks of the various stages of filming until the video  
is released.

About: the UforChange Arts Social Enterprise offers professional grade 
services in video production to various clients. the Social Enterprise is 
led by tony Del Rio with a team of graduates from the UforChange video 
production workshop.

How to register: Visit www.regentparkfilmfestival.com and click on Workshop Registration 
to register for this workshop. Space is limited. All workshops at the Regent Park Film Festival 
are free-of-charge

WORkSHOp
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  Friday Nov 15th

CONNECtINg COMMUNItY:  
COMMUNItY bASED MEDIA pRACtICES
Friday November 15th, 12:00 Pm - 1:30 pm 
 Multi-disciplinary artists Vanessa dion Fletcher and Nathan Adler will discuss and provide 
examples of alternative and collaborative models of filmmaking and storytelling that 
actively engage, privilege and place communities at the centre of the media production 
process. This is a good discussion for emerging filmmakers who seek to make projects 
that tell stories from their community. 

vanessa Dion Fletcher is a multi disciplinary artist who works in video, printmaking, 
and performance. Nathan Adler is a member of the Lac Des Mille Lacs First Nation, 
and is a writer and artist who works in many different mediums, including video, film, 
drawing & painting, as well as glass and installation. Moderated by Elwood Jimmy. 

How to register: Visit www.regentparkfilmfestival.com and click on Workshop Registration to register 
for this workshop. Space is limited. All workshops at the Regent Park Film Festival are free-of-charge

LOUDER THAN A BOMB
Dir: Greg Jacobs and Jon Siskel 
Friday November 15, 2013 @ 2:00 pm 
documentary | 99:00 min | USA | 2012 

Louder Than a Bomb tells the story of four Chicago high school poetry teams as they prepare 
to compete in the world’s largest youth slam. By turns hopeful and heartbreaking, the film 
captures the turbulent lives of these unforgettable kids, exploring the ways writing shapes 
their world, and vice versa. This screening is followed by a spoken word workshop facilitated 
by spoken word artist, and film subject, Nathaniel Marshall. For registration details, see below. 

Bio: Greg Jacobs served as VP/Chief Creative Officer at Towers Productions, where he 
oversaw the content of more than two hundred documentaries on five different networks. 
Jon Siskel has produced shows for A&E, and his work has been shown on The Travel Channel, 
discovery, and History. Jon serves on the board of directors of Free Spirit Media, a Chicago-
based youth media organization.

Content advisory: This 
film contains some use 
of offensive language

Regent Park Film Festival
11th Annual

Co-presenters:

WORkSHOp

SpECIAL 
SCREENINg

Co-presenters:

A SpOkEN WORD WORkSHOp
Friday November 15th, 4:30 pm
This introductory spoken word workshop for youth will emphasize group participation, 
storytelling, and positive resistance & activism. Led by Nathaniel Marshall, the star of the 
award-winning documentary Louder Than A Bomb, with assistance form Regent Park’s 
own young poet Mustafa Ahmed, this workshop is for teens interested in performing and 
learning more about spoken word and sound poetry.

Nathaniel Marshall is from the South Side of Chicago. He is an MFA candidate in Creative 
Writing and the University of Michigan and has been a teaching artist at several literary 
organizations. Nathaniel is the founder of the Lost Count Scholarship Fund that promotes 
youth violence prevention in Chicago. Mustafa Ahmed is a young poet and a resident of 
Regent park. He has performed in various places including Roy thompson Hall, Hot Docs 
Festival and tEDxtoronto. He hopes to use his writing skills to touch hearts, minds and 
inspire younger generations to be more active in the world! 

How to register: Visit www.regentparkfilmfestival.com and click on Workshop Registration to register 
for this workshop. Space is limited. All workshops at the Regent Park Film Festival are free-of-charge

WORkSHOp
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FRUITVALE STATION
Friday November 15, 2013 @ 6:30 pm 

Dir: Ryan Coogler 

Narrative | 85:00 min | USA | 2013

Fruitvale Station is based on the true story of 
Oscar Grant, a 22-year-old San Francisco Bay Area 
resident. The film follows a day in the life of Oscar 
resolving to become a better person. He crosses paths with friends, family, and 
strangers, each exchange showing us that there is much more to Oscar than meets 
the eye. But it would be his final encounter of the day, with police officers at the 
Fruitvale BART station that would shake the Bay Area to its very core, and cause 
the entire nation to be witnesses to Oscar’s story.

Bio: Ryan Coogler is an American film director and screenwriter. His first feature 
film, Fruitvale Station, won the Grand Jury Prize and the Audience Award for U.S. 
dramatic film at the 2013 Sundance Film Festival. 

Abut the panel:  

Assumptions people make about us have the power to shape who we are and 
how we experience this world. through the story of Oscar grant, Fruitvale 
Station gives us an opportunity to consider how these everyday assumptions 
lead to grave injustice when they go unchecked. three individuals, who will 
speak of their own experience dealing with and responding to racial profiling, 
and other forms of discrimination in the policing system, will join us for the 
panel discussion. their stories will help us connect the world of Oscar grant to 
our own, offering inspiration to challenge assumptions, both about us and within 
us. the panel will be moderated by Chris Leonard, a Community Development 
and Resiliency Worker at the Regent park Community Health Centre.

  Friday Nov 15th

MUMBAI CHA RAJA
Friday November 15, 2013 @ 4:30 pm 

Dir: Manjeet Singh 

Narrative | 77:00 min | India | 2012

Set during the grand festival devoted 
to Lord Ganesha, when huge idols 
of the elephant headed God are 
taken in procession to the beach for 
immersion, Mumbai Cha Raja tells the 
story of Rahul who has to handle the 
chaos in his life amidst the chaos of the colorful and vibrant festival. 

Rahul is misunderstood and troubled adolescent who lives in the slums 
bordering the nouveau riche areas of Northern Mumbai. He lives with his 
alcoholic and violent father, hard-working mother and younger brother Babu 
and spends time with his balloon seller and streetwise friend, Arbaaz. 

Bio: Manjeet Singh left his career as a qualified Engineer (MS, Mechanical 
Engineering) in the USA and moved back to his hometown Mumbai to make 
films in 2006.

Co-presenters:
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CHECK CHECK POTO
Friday November 15th, 2013 @ 9:00 pm 

Dir: Julia Varga 

documentary | 81:00 min | France | 2011

Aubervilliers is the setting for Check Check Poto. It is an area of Paris going 
through its own revitalization process, with many parallels to Regent Park –  
a diverse and young community, several public housing projects, and similar 
economic and social challenges faced by members of the community.

Located in the northeastern suburbs of Paris, the Aubervilliers’ Mosaic Centre 
is a safe space for a diverse group of young people aged 12 to 17 to chat, have 
a nap, a snack or meet with their friends. Taking place entirely within the 
centre, Check Check Poto provides compelling and fascinating glimpses into 
the lives of the youth. Check Check Poto won the award for Best documentary, 
Competition Europe/Sibiu Festival (Romania).

Bio: Julia Varga worked with photography, sound and video installation, and 
radio documentary before turning to experimental documentary filmmaking. 

  Friday Nov 15th

Co-presenter:
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Saturday Morning Breakfast 
and a Movie:
WAPOS BAY: LONG GOODBYES 

Saturday November 16th, 2013 @ 9:30 am 

Dir: Dennis Jackson 

Animation | 74:00 min | Canada | 2012 

Come join us for a delicious breakfast, 
and follow the ongoing family friendly 
adventures of talon and Raven, the  
two young characters at the heart of Wapos 
bay.  

All festival programming, including the 
breakfast, is free of cost.

After a lifetime of happy memories living in 
Wapos Bay, Talon and Raven discover their dad 
has accepted a job in the big city. Faced with 
the reality of moving away, the two siblings 
react in different ways. For Talon, the news 
sends him on a journey of self-discovery as 
he sets out to accomplish his “bucket list” 
of things he’s always wanted to accomplish 
with his friends. Raven, on the other hand, is 
determined to keep her family in Wapos Bay, 
even if it means getting her dad elected as the 
new Chief ... without his knowing. 

A feel-good film for all ages, Wapos Bay: Long Goodbyes is a tale of family, 
community and love, featuring the voice talents of Lorne Cardinal, Andrea 
Menard and Gordon Tootoosis. 

Bio: dennis Jackson (Cree/Saulteaux) began his career in elementary school 
watching 16mm prints of animated Indigenous creation stories. Together with 
his wife and creative partner, Melanie Jackson (Métis/Saulteaux), he founded 
dark Thunder Producers and created Wapos Bay, the award-winning animated 
TV series.

the Regent park Film Festival gives  
special thanks to the Christian Resource  
Centre for providing the delicious  
breakfast for the Saturday Morning 
breakfast and a Movie!

  Saturday Nov 16th

Co-presenters:
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  Saturday Nov 16th

Regent Park Voices: Festival 
Workshop Presentation
Saturday November 16, 2013 @ 12:30 pm

Each year, the Regent park Film Festival Workshop screening highlights 
youth within our community telling stories through film and video. This 
year, we present three films produced in the community by Young Street 
Mission’s YUvA group (Youth United in visionary Action) and the Regent 
park Film Festival, toronto boys and girls Club’s arts program the 
Movement, and the Luminato Festival’s Education and Outreach program.

RIDE OR DIE
Dir: Youth United in Visionary Action (YUVA) 

A Regent park Film Festival Workshop Film 

Narrative | 8:00 min | Canada | 2013 

Ride or die is a dramatic short film that confronts 
youth drug use, and the violent consequences of gang 
involvement. Led by director/facilitator Richard Fung, 
the youth from the group Youth United in Visionary 
Action (YUVA) wrote, acted, and participated in the 
production process of the film.
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L’ALLEGRO MOVEMENT PROJECT 
Dir: Ella Cooper and Luminato Youth Film Crew

documentary | 30:00 min | Canada | 2013

A select team of youth filmmakers worked with filmmaker Ella Cooper to 
investigate the transformative power of dance. In the months leading up to the 
Luminato Festival, dancers and teachers from Mark Morris 

dance Group’s ground-breaking dance for Pd® program, collaborated with the 
Toronto dancing with Parkinson’s group and local elementary school students 
from Nelson Mandela Park PS and Winchester PS to create L’Allegro Movement 
Project. This film highlights the creative process of this collaborative, 
intergenerational initiative, and the participants who explored and celebrated 
the expressive possibilities of movement through dance and music.

  Saturday Nov 16th Regent Park Film Festival
11th Annual
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PLAYFUL CITY

Saturday November 16, 2013 @ 4:30 pm 

Dir: Ramya Jegatheesan 

documentary | 30:00 min | Canada | 2013

In the summer and fall of 2012, 
a number of artists transformed 
Toronto’s streets and parks into a 
public stage. These projects ranged 
from the whimsical to the absurd, 
with roots at the intersection of art 
& activism, playfully challenging 
conventional notions around a variety 
of issues and topics, leading to 
questions of how well do we play in the 
city, and how do we actively and creatively engage our neighbourhoods?

Bio: Ramya Jegatheesan completed an Honours BA in anthropology, 
political science, and English from the University of Toronto and her Master’s 
at Ryerson’s School of Journalism where she specialized in online and 
documentary journalism.

THE VISIT

Saturday November 16, 2013 @2:30 pm 

Dir: Fany de la Chica 

documentary | 52:00 min | Spain/United Kingdom | 2013

The fields in Cambodia are full of landmines. 
Every day there are accidents that involve 
children injured whilst playing in the fields 
surrounding their villages. This observational 
documentary tells the story of one of these 
children, Ratita, a young girl injured by a 
landmine. Faced with challenges from her family, 
her disability, and an uncertain future, she faces 
her adversity with strength, and with support 
from her best friend Sarin.

Bio: Fany de la Chica is an Andalusian filmmaker based 
in London, whose award winning films have played film 
festivals globally, and broadcast across the globe

  Saturday Nov 16th

Co-presenter:

Filmmaker in Attendance
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Closing Night 
Saturday November 16, 2013 @ 6:30 pm 

ROSES 

Dir: Kathleen Smith 

documentary | Short Film | Canada | 2013

As the Regent Park community of Toronto undergoes massive change, 
long-time resident Rose Edwards stays the course by managing a group of 
young dancers called South Side Swag. This short documentary has been 
commissioned by the Regent Park Film Festival and made possible by the 
support of the Canada Council for the Arts. Roses is also screening as an 
installation throughout the 11th Annual Regent Park Film Festival

Bio: Kathleen Smith is a Toronto-based writer, editor, curator and filmmaker.
As a producer, she worked with Alison Murray on CARNY, an award-winning 
documentary feature about traveling carnival workers and Caprichosos de San 
Telmo, which premiered at TIFF in 2011. As a director, she has made several 
commissioned films including boil fire/stop fish (for Trinity Square Video), 
supermundane (for containR and the 2010 Olympic Games) and pop/lock, a 
short documentary portrait about Toronto street dance – it premiered at the 
Regent Park Film Festival in 2011.

ALIAS 

Dir: Michelle Latimer 

documentary | 67:00 min | Canada | 2013

In the Toronto neighborhoods of Regent Park, don Mills, 
and Jane and Finch, hip hop is often an outlet – a voice 
of power and protest of racialized youth growing up in 
urban poverty. Michelle Latimer makes her feature documentary debut that 
follows the lives of five Toronto rappers trying to escape the hustle of drugs 
and danger through their music. Featuring rap artists and producers Alkatraz, 
Trench, Alias, Knia and Keon, the film digs deeper than the usual portrait of the 
rap world as glamour, guns and swagger. 

ALIAS tells the story of aspiring rappers trying to escape the gangster life while 
illuminating a side of urban Canada rarely seen before.

Bio: Michelle Latimer’s short animated film Choke premiered at the 2011 
Sundance Film Festival and received the Special Jury Honorable Mention for 
Best International Short Film before going on to screen at several festivals. 
Previously, Michelle produced the documentary Jackpot (Gemini Nomination: 
donald Britton Award). Her short film The Underground received the National 
Screen Institute’s drama Prize and is slated for release in Spring 2014.

  Saturday Nov 16th Regent Park Film Festival
11th Annual
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School Program
the Regent park Film Festival’s School program welcomes grade 1-8 
students throughout Regent park, and across the city of toronto to 
attend the Festival, interact with films and learn in new and novel ways.

teachers can register their class for a School program screening 
by calling us at 416-599-7733 or emailing us at education@
regentparkfilmfestival.com. 

the Regent park Film Festival offers simple and effective lesson  
plans to accompany our School Program. To find out more, and take  
a look at the lesson plans we offer, please visit our website at 
www.regentparkfilmfestival.com. 

Grades 1-3
Tuesday November 12th, 2013 @ 9:30am (Nelson Mandela Public School)  

Wednesday November 13th, 2013 @ 1:30pm (Daniels Spectrum)

This year’s grades 1-3 program takes us on a fantastic animated journey of the 
different perspectives on our place in the world. From traveling and transitioning 
through life, to finding and creating new friends, this program provides young 
audiences with fascinating, charming and often humourous perspectives on our 
social interactions.

HULA HOOP
Dir: Tess Martin 

Animation | 2:00 min | USA | 2012 

A girl with a hula hoop becomes a goldfish, which 
becomes the Earth itself. The ordinary and the 
extraordinary loop and transform in this playful take on 
the circle of life told in grains of sand. 

Bio: Tess Martin is an independent animator who works 
with paper cut-outs, ink, paint and sand.

RECIPE FOR LOVE
Dir: Gwyneth Christoffel 

Animation | 3:00 min | Canada | 2013 

A lonely cupcake sees other couples in the kitchen enjoying 
each other’s company, and decides that she needs a friend. 
With no other options, she chooses to make one. 

Bio: Gwyneth Christoffel is an animator whose work has won 
various awards, including Best Animation at NBC Universal 
Film Challenge competition

  Tuesday Nov 12th to Friday Nov 15th
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PURRFECT PAIR
Dir: Gwyneth Christoffel 

Animation | 3 min | Canada | 2013 
A dog and cat spy each other at the veterinarian’s office and 
instantly fall in love. After being dragged away from each other 
by their owners, they dream of what their life together would 
be like.

Bio: Gwyneth Christoffel is an animator whose work has won 
various awards, including Best Animation at NBC Universal 
Film Challenge competition

PHILLIP AND THE BUTTERFLY
Dir: Sebastien Deschanes 

Animation | 6 min | Canada | 2007 

An avid collector, Phillip is passionate about insects. Curious 
and driven, he can already picture himself winning first 
prize in the upcoming fair’s bug contest. But when his best 
find turns into his best friend, Phillip’s life is transformed in 
a most surprising way.

Bio: Sebastien deschanes is a Montreal-based 2d animator, 
motion designer and illustrator.

PRIVATE EYES
Dir: Nicola Lemay 

Animation | 14:00 min | Canada | 2011

Matthew is a boy who is not afraid of the dark. Since he has 
been in the darkness all his life, Matthew has eyes where other 
people only have hands, feet or ears. This week is Matthew’s 
birthday and he’s very curious about the surprise his parents 
are preparing for him. Can he find it? 

Bio: Nicola Lemay is a Canadian animator and director. He 
graduated in communication from the University of Quebec in 
Montréal (QUAM). He studied animation in at Sheridan College. 

  School Program
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Grades 4-6

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 12, 2013 @ 1:30PM (Nelson Mandela Public School)  

& THURSDAY NOVEMBER 14, 2013 @ 9:30am (Daniels Spectrum)

Each of the films in this year’s grade 4-6 program reflect on the act of finding and 
being true to one’s self. don’t Label Me and Correcting the Chalkboard confront the 
stereotypes that many young people face in their daily lives. dancing into It tells the 
story of a young Regent Park boy finding the courage to tell the truth. Big Mouth 
explores finding balance when telling the truth. The whimsical Fusion finds a young 
man in a humourous race against time to regain his memory. In Traces of Joy, two 
young girls find solace in their friendship and mutual imaginary friend.

DON`T LABEL ME

Dir: Joseph Salami 

Narrative | documentary | 1:00 min | Canada | 2013

The spoken word video focuses on the issue of 
stereotype, identity and discrimination. 

Bio: Joseph Salami has been working in the film 
industry for almost a year now. He works as an 
intern for UforChange where he graduated from his 
film program and was the valedictorian for cycle 5. 

CORRECTING THE CHALKBOARD

Dir: Ensemble pour le respect de la diversité 

Narrative | documentary | 5:00 min | Canada, 2012 

On a blank chalkboard, youth from Manawan 
rewrite the stories of their lives. 

Bio: Ensemble for the respect of diversity is an 
organization whose mission is to work with young 
people to promote respect for differences, in order 
to foster an environment free of discrimination  
and bullying.

  Tuesday Nov 12th to Friday Nov 15th
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FUSION 

Dir: Erik Papatie 

Narrative | 4:00 min | Canada | 2012

When Erik awakes, he realizes he’s lost his 
memory. With the help of Beaver the dog, he is 
thrown into a strange race against time. 

Bio: Érik Papatie is 29 years old and lives in the 
community of Lac Simon and is of the Anisnabe 
nation. With unlimited imagination, Erik mixes 
his passion for electronics and technology with 
his passion for cinema.

BIG MOUTH

Dir: Andrea Dorfman 

Animation | 8:00 min | Canada | 2012

This animated short tells the story of Trudy, a 
little girl who is equal parts truthful and rude. 
A bright-minded and quick-witted child, Trudy 
has an unfiltered and deeply curious way of 
looking at the world. Here, events force her 
to question what it means to speak the truth, 
and comes to understand how our differences 
make us unique. 

Bio: Andrea dorfman works as a filmmaker, animator, cinematographer and 
artist. Since 1995, she’s made numerous experimental and dramatic short films 
as well as two feature films.

TRACES OF JOY

Dir: Jeff Tran & Louis Yeum 

Animation | 6:00 min | Canada | 2012

Two inner-city girls meet at their local 
playground. Their chalk drawings include an 
imaginary friend Joey, whose mysterious 
circumstances are eventually revealed.

Bio: Jeff Tran has been working in the 
animation industry since 2007, while devoting his free time making 
independent films. His works have explored dark comedy in race and culture. 
Louis Yeum has worked on various television and film projects. As an artist and 
filmmaker he favors themes that portray grittier facets of urban life and society

  School Program

Content advisory: This film contains one 
incident of mildly objectionable language
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Grades 7-8

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 13, 2013 @ 9:30AM (Daniels Spectrum) 

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 14, 2013 @ 1:30 PM (Daniels Spectrum)

LOUDER THAN A BOMB

Dir: Greg Jacobs and Jon Siskel

documentary | 99:00 min | USA | 2012

Louder Than a Bomb tells the story of four Chicago high school poetry teams as 
they prepare to compete in the world’s largest youth slam. By turns hopeful and 
heartbreaking, the film captures the turbulent lives of these unforgettable kids, 
exploring the ways writing shapes their world, and vice versa.

Bio: Greg Jacobs served as VP/Chief Creative Officer at Towers Productions, 
where he oversaw the content of more than two hundred documentaries on 
five different networks. Jon Siskel has produced shows for A&E, and his work 
has been shown on The Travel Channel, discovery, and History. Jon serves 
on the board of directors of Free Spirit Media, a Chicago-based youth media 
organization.

  Tuesday Nov 12th to Friday Nov 15th

Content advisory: This film contains 
some use of offensive language

Co-presenters:
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Regentparkfilmfestival.com

Check out the 
Regent Park 
Film Festival’s 
Micro-Space, a 
400 sq ft flexible 
facility! We offer 
subsidized rates 
and free bookings. 
Visit our website! 

Need a space for 
workshops, screenings, 
auditions, rehearsals, 
castings, or to simply 
hold a meeting? 


